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Are you blessed with the computer expertise? Or can fix computer problems on your own?
Probably, itâ€™s difficult to answer as there is a range of issues related to system software,
applications, peripherals, drivers, Internet connectivity, router configuration and more. Problems
might happen with new or old software/hardware products. Issues can jump while you are trying to
install, activate, update, upgrade or configure the software or set up and configure printers or other
peripherals with your PC or network.

Incompatibility or software conflict is the most common, and may happen with any software. The
best way is to confirm that your PC meets the software's minimum system requirements. To ease
your task, Microsoft brings Compatibility Advisor a free downloadable tool for each Windows
version. Before you take plunge into installation and activation of any software or connecting any
peripherals on/with your system, you can evaluate their respective compatibility running the
aforementioned tool. Windows Event Viewer and the Action Center are important tools that can be
used to fix computer issues. Explore the discussed tools to know which is the culprit or affected
software. The former tool brings a set of logs or information panel under security, system and
application headings. It brings all system activities at one platform, and any abnormalities can be
depicted through it. Now, you can remove those incompatible software or program from your
machine through the Windows Control Panel. Action Center is the right tool if you have encountered
any security related errors. It also offers â€˜Fixâ€™ button to terminate the problem at the very beginning.
Event Viewer can also analyze issues with the performance.

You can run PC repair tools such as Disk Cleanup and Disk defragmenter to handle problems
pertaining to the hard-disk malfunctioning. Former would remove temporary Internet files and
unwanted downloaded program files (ActiveX controls and Java applets downloaded from the
Internet). It will also empty the Recycle Bin and Windows temporary files. The latter can organize
your files, folders and programs on your hard-disk to generate extra space on it. Shedding away
unused programs from the machine can also be a boost-up for your machine. You may also
download third-party tools from Malwarebytes, PCTools and others, citing the system compatibility,
and can perform a scan. Most of the software comes with built-in features that can take care of your
Windows Registry as well. Go for the one which has a user-friendly interface to make your
computing experience safe and enjoyable.

Nevertheless, computer technical support is available on-demand, if you are unable to get out of
any computer problems. The service exists both from manufacturer or developer as well as from
core-customer service providers. If your PC or laptop is within the warranty period then your
manufacturer will entertain you with no cost. Hardware replacement is also on the card provided you
havenâ€™t damaged the system from your ends or there are some default faults or manufacturing
defects. Out-of-the-box PC help service from third-party surpasses all such restrictions, and itâ€™s
getting more popular with todayâ€™s contemporary lifestyle owing to their unlimited support plans
covering all issues without any restrictions.
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Kellymarion - About Author:
As a senior a computer technical support engineer at Techvedic, the author offers out-of-the-box a
PC repair service remote support to global customers for issues related to hardware and software.
Moreover, he has a passion to write articles and blogs related to computer support, so as to
empower consumers to a fix computer problems on their own.
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